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About This Game

Long time ago, there were nine sons born from Legendary Dragon.

These untamed dragons had bullied around and caused massive damage to the land since their birth. To end this chaos, the
descendants of Five Elder Tribes joined together and released a powerful imprison spell. Finally, the dragons were defeated and

kept under the Fallen Dragons Temple.

Those stories of nine dragons slowly faded from people's memory after several decades. Yet in the dungeon beneath the Fallen
Dragons Temple, a new legend just begun...

Game Features
 is a Roguelike game based on ancient Chinese story. In the game you will experience:

----More than 180 different items, which will have even more combinations.
----Randomly generated maps, every battle is a new challenge.

----Various sons of the Dragon, none of them is the same, and none of them is like the Dragon you have ever known.

Origins
After we finished our last game, we`re considering how to make something special on Chinese Culture.

In other games and comics, such as Kongfu and the Four famous novels are already very common to see. But there is still a lot
to be discovered.

Finally, we choose “Artifact” as our theme, and make our story based on “Nine sons of the Dragons”.
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So, here comes Tale of Fallen Dragons, a different Chinese style game.

Hope you`ll enjoy it.
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Title: Tale of Fallen Dragons
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
BigTapir Games
Publisher:
BigTapir Games
Franchise:
X.D. Network Inc.
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 1.2Ghz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

Storage: 256 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The game itself is neat but the promised online co-op is only a lame firefight mode while u have a discannect after 20 seconds
when ur not the host. Very disappointing and kinda sad :(. Would enjoy playing the game with normal co-op tho..
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Overall score 6.5\/10

This game owns a excellent originality and the monster designs are very innovative.

However, The hand feeling is biased; The proportion of luck in the game is obviously too large (compared with other Roguelike
games ) ; The music is somewhat rigid; The playing methods are stiff.

The WORST is that the production team abandoned it! Don't think about fixing any problems, and the game won't be further
optimized and updated. (a little regret). It's a chinese themed Isaac\/Gungeon type game. Fairly rough, as it should be, but poorly
translated. Functional, but a bit tricky to figure some things out.

Worth the price, in my opinion.. I bought Tale of Fallen Dragons before they had done the English translation. I have only
played 80+ minutes so far but am enjoying it and can see myself playing it lots more. Devs are doing a good job with updates
too. So, yeah, definitely recommended.
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